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today I favorite types of groups:
Artin

groups m) Coxetergroups

1. Definitions and Examples

Artin group: A
= <5, ...,SolFi=i...)

Mjj Mij
Mjjt-42,3, ...,03

Encode this presentation in agraph P.
↑ Vertices 35,... Sn3
edge
ofsi Mij+N

denotegroup by Ap

example: p

orthe 53
A
=(S,,52,33)5,5 = 5,5

5.525, = 3,5,52

323332 =3,52337

:braid group on 4-strands

sx/1 s)(1s/13

if we add relations ? =1 vi then weget
Coxeter group Up



for above Up-symmetricgroup on 4 letters

These groups fall into 2 classes

Wp finite wp infinite

# #
Ar finite type Ap infinite type
CAKA. spherical

type) -
- totally mysterious
well-understood

R +
Why?

The Artin monoid A is the monoid defined by
the same presentation
We don't have incenses)

Ahas nice combinatorial properties for all
· canonical forms
· solution to wordproblem longestword

↓
In Wp left

if Ap is of finite type, then A contains a special element
to Ap

called Garside element such that

any gtAp can be written as
so turn word problems

g =aΔ-m 3 in AP to AR
some a tAj nt I

For Ap infinite type, there is no analogue of the Garside
element



How do weget from Ato Ap in this case?

#Coin't work with R. Boyd, R. Morris-wright, sinees

approachto Artin groups

Coxeta
groups can be realized as reflection group Wpacting
on 1M

Each reflection v tWr fixes a hyperplane H car

and Wr acts freely on 1=1"-UH

The Iran der Lek '83):

* (Itr(wp) = Ar
Example:

Ap-braidgroup
Wp-symmetric group A KY

on n-letters

hyperplanes = pts with I words same

in = configuration space of a distinct pts in a
"

O
-1)pI
C

a loop in this space is a braid



K(T,1) - conjecture:Tr/w is a KCT,1-pace for Ap
~universal cover

equivalently (to/wis contractible

Conjecture holds for:
all finite type Ap (Peligne T2)

&

⑦ Some infinite typeS
*

FC-type, 2-dimid, some 3-dimi,...
(C-Daris 195, c'ob)

· Euclidean type (Paolini-Salvetti '20)

A main idea

proof involves I steps
· Construct a simplicial complex (r

-

stOn = H0/wr
· Prove Cp =*

New work:

Construct an analogous symplical complex (% for Art
and prove

Th (Boyd, C, Morris-Wright)
*I is contractible for all r
and it embeds in Up

Ap acts on Dr and the Ap translates of Orcovers
all ofOr 88

OpCo-8,+
-Op



need to understand intersections of these translates

#
need to understand different ways of expressing
gtAp as a product

g=a,ajaai ... a, tAp

#
understand Cayley graph

Cayt(Ap) = Cay(Av,As)

example:
If Ap is finite type we can write any gets

asg= al-atAFBtAr
-M
..

eag

diam (Cayt) = 2

questions (An infinite type):
1) CO: Cayt1Ap) has infinite diam
Th(B - c-Mw-R)

conjecture holds if
·some mijio or

· " contains a triangle with
all
Mij13

2) Try to solve word problem in Cay(Ar)

Dehornoy proposed I algorithms



for this
· convergence (only works for FC-type)
· semiconvergence (conjectures this holds

I could use this to prove
for all An

Or contractible

tong: semiconvergence -> On contractible


